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iepngfix checks hundreds of images, and is very slow (2 minute page load video example) | Tiki Wiki CMS

Status
- Open

Subject
iepngfix checks hundreds of images, and is very slow (2 minute page load video example)

Version
- 3.x
- 4.x

Category
- Usability
- Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Feature
- Browser Compatibility
- Templates (Smarty)

Resolution status
New

Rating

Description
Please see:
http://demo.tikiwiki.org/mysql/Video_2009-08-29_IE6_png_fix_slow.wmv

So with #sitelogo a img, it takes about 2 minutes to load certain pages, because it goes through each image.

Importance
6

Priority
30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Ticket ID
2708

Created
Saturday 29 August, 2009 14:58:08 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Saturday 29 August, 2009 14:58:08 GMT-0000

Comments

Attachments
No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item2708-iepngfix-checks-hundreds-of-images-and-is-very-slow-2-minute-page-load-video-example